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1. INTRODUCTION OF CHUNHUI CARE HOME PROGRAM

Chunhui Care Home (CCH) partners with children’s welfare

institutions in China to bring infants and toddlers born with life-

threatening diseases and birth defects to Beijing, Shanghai and

Guangzhou to provide them with the best medical care available.

Working with the institutions and China’s top hospitals, CCH

covers all areas of the children’s medical treatment including

pre-operative check, hospitalization, surgery and other care.

2. CHUNHUI CARE HOME PROGRAM DATA

From January 2023 to October 2023, Chunhui Care Home Program

admitted 313 children from 80 welfare institutions, providing them

with professional medical treatment and the best possible follow-

up care and emotional support. A total of 250 surgeries that

covers 89 diseases were completed. Also, we established a new

partnership with 8 welfare institutions.

Program Cumulative Data (Due by Oct. 31, 2023)

Number of Children served 3,983

Number of surgeries and treatments 3,535

Number of partner Welfare 

institution
316

Number of partner Hospital 72

Number of trained Chunhui Mama 293



3. CHUNHUI CARE HOME PROGRAM STORY

Yi is a clever and adorable little girl. Whenever Hu Mama sings

nurse rhymes while doing rhythmic exercises, she also sings and

exercises along with her. Yi’s imitation ability is quite strong. As

long as she observes Hu Mama singing and dancing a new song

for three times, she can sing and dance on her own.

Yi practices pronunciation with Hu Mama everyday. Whenever Hu

Mama takes out play cards, Yi would sit next to Hu Mama. When

Hu Mama flips and shows the cards while reading, she would

repeat and practice Pinyin pronunciations, phrases, and sentences.

And Hu Mama would promptly correct her pronunciation habits if

any. Through daily practice she is now able to proficiently say

short sentences.

In addition to actively participating in rehabilitation training, she

has also learned and developed good daily habits. Every morning

when she wakes up, she goes to the restroom to wash her face

and brush her teeth by herself. And after finishing meals, she

washes up her bowl and spoon and put them back to cupboard.

Yi has already learned many words and nursery rhymes. Whenever

she is happy, she sings loudly. I hope little Yi can grow up healthily

and happily in the future.



Yi plays sticker games with Hu MaMa



Thank you！

Kindly Reminder ： to protect the privacy of children and

Chunhui Mama, Please do not share this report on any website

or social media other than GlobalGiving. Thank you for your

understanding and support.
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